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Whereas--there have been many organizations, institutions, networks, individuals, etc. going absolutely 

straight-out to resolve multiple emergencies; and they have created a very significant amount of 

positive and constructive achievements in many fields of activity; 

 

and Whereas--due to the expansion of the Internet, there are really quite a few resources, publications, 

podcasts, blogs, and videos… and not only those which the mass media broadcasters provide, but many 
other resources which many other people provide; 

 

and Whereas--we are going to need 100 times what we have already done to maintain overdeveloped 

cultures and habitats… and even if we did we’ll never get to Zero Carbon, or any kind of quality of life 

worth having, by going that way; 

 

 

--This is an Open Letter to the United Nations as an institution-- 

with its whole array of organizational structure set up to move positive indicators forward. 

 

And here is my personal request and appeal 

 

 

Please-- 

 

@UN, @UNCTAD, @UNDemocracyFund, @UNDESA, @UNDP, @UNEnvironment, @UNESCO, @UNEP, 

@UNFCCC, @UNFoundation, @UNHABITAT, @UNHumanRights,@UNICEF, @UNIDO, @UNITAR, 

@un_ncd, @UN_News_Centre, @UNOCHA, @UNPeacebuilding, @UNPeacekeeping, @unpublications, 

@UNSDSN, @UNUniversity, @UNWatch, @UN_Water, @UN_Women, @UNYouthEnvoy 

 

@antonioguterres, @Education2030UN, @FAO, @globalcompact, @GlobalGoalsUN, @IDPs_Panel, 

@Local2030, @Refugees, @SDGsolutions, @SustDev, @WFP 
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(Please) 

Use the authority invested in the United Nations 

as an internationally agreed upon institution for collaborative problem solving 

 

to take a position (agree or disagree, and why) on 

 

 

the report 

“Large Cities are Not Sustainable--and will not help us get to Zero Carbon ASAP” 

(148 pages; May, 2022) 

by The Community Peacebuilding and Cultural Sustainability (CPCS) Initiative 

www.cpcsi.org 

 

We need to save ourselves from investing so much of our remaining time, energy, and money in areas 

where there are severely diminishing returns.  Already it will require Divine Intervention to limit 

catastrophic damage on a Planetary scale… unless overdeveloped areas are, for the most part, salvaged 

to provide for very low impact communities--and use the time, energy, and money saved from propping 

up the energy intensive infrastructure of large cities for-- 

 

1)  local and regional collaborative problem solving (the migration from habitats with severly diminishing 

returns--to habitats more practical for Zero Carbon and sustainability--can be coordinated) 

2)  civilian climate corps in all countries, so there is a dedicated workforce to implement the projects 

identified by the collaborative problem solving (above) as priorities 

3)  establishing a worldwide Emergency Services Organizations (ESO), with the United Nations 

coordinating. 

 

Accelerate the downsizing of overdeveloped countries and regions, and accelerate the establishment of 

realistic and practical Zero Carbon--and sustainable--habitats, and we will believe in your leadership. 

 

Do it because you know it’s the right thing to do. 

 

Do it because you have Faith that Love will prevail. 

 

 

  “Were I to have the least bit of knowledge, in walking on a Great Road, 

  it’s only going astray that I would fear. 

  The Great Way is very level, 

  but people greatly delight in tortuous paths.” 

  (Lao Tzu) 

https://static1.squarespace.com/static/61102fa5fee11111029bec51/t/6294358c76ff825b5cc528aa/1653880222006/Large+Cities+are+not+Sustainable+Master+5+29.pdf
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